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I have a passion for creating products that are sustainable for
both the user, and the environment. Having grown up in the USA,
Germany and studying in the UK, I have been familiarised with

many cultures.

My approach involves constructive criticism from many
perspectives while always pushing the boundaries to design

revolutionary products.

The design projects I participate in, offer innovation,
sustainability, and diverse global perspectives resulting in a

product that provides satisfaction to the user, and the
environment.

About Me

maxbubenheim.com



June 2012: Eurocopter Internship - manufacturing line,
machine and tool shop

February 2007 - 2014: Boy Scouts of America - eagle scout
and various leadership positions

January 2015 - March 2015: Crown Equipment Internship -
industrial design

July 2016: AutoScout24 Internship - UX design & google
design sprints

October 2018 - Present: Apple Store- Retail Specialist,
creating relationships between Apple products and its

customers

June 2012: Microsoft Bing Internship - programming in C#

July 2013: Crown Equipment Internship - industrial design

WorkExperienceMyDesignEducation

Cardiff
Metropolitan
University

Bavarian
International

School

2015 - 2018: Product Design BSc at Cardiff
Metropolitan University

July 2014: Summer Design Course at
Pasadena ArtCenter

2008 - 2014: Student at Bavarian
International School, graduated with
IB diploma

Born - 2008: Attended kindergarden to 1st

year of middle school in California and
Texas

California

Born here

Pasadena
ArtCenter

Future
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Gulp
Sustainable Beverage Packaging

Graphics and Branding by Allegra Bozetarnik



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Polyethylene - protection from outside moisture
Paper - stability and strength
Polyethylene - adhesion layer
Aluminum - oxygen, flavor, light protection
Polyethylene - adhesion layer
Polyethylene - liquid seal

While the materials within tetrapak
packaging are recyclable, the tightly
packed materials are difficult to take
apart and recycle correctly, resulting in

inproper recycling of tetrapaks.

The goal for this project was to create a
sustainable alternative to buy and

consume beverages

"Globally, a 2017 study found that only 9 percent of
all plastic waste has been recycled, with 79 percent
ending up in landfills or the environment"

- National Geographic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tetrapak Cross-Section

~1mm

PlasticProblems

Plastics play a huge part in our lives,
from consumer products, to packaging.
Some beverages come packaged in
cardboard-plastic packages from
tetrapak, that we can recycle.



Part No. Part Name Material ManufacturingProcess Finish
1 NFCEnclosure Clear Acrylic Laser Cut Cloudy
2 NFCTag
3 BottleCap Aluminum CNC Sand Blasted
4 Lid Seal Rubber Injection Moulded Soft
5 GlassBottle Glass Blow Moulded Clear
6 Grip Recycled

Plastic
Injection Moulded Rough

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The bottles are made of
glass, a silicone grip, and
an aluminum cap with an
NFC tag.

The result, is an elegant glass bottle design, with a
premium look for bottle longevity. After consumption of
the beverage, the user can refill the bottles at refill stops
in stores, and reuse the bottles over and over again.

The NFC tag is rewritten at
refill to match the bottles
contents, giving nutritional
facts and an ingredients

list to the user

refill station design*

The silicone grip is simply
slid onto the bottle, so
when the bottle gets to the
end of its life, all materials
can easily be separated

A standard bottle
purchase comes with four
bottles and a recycled
plastic carry case

KeyFeatures



Gulp at a Glance

The bottle can be taken home for consumption.
Once the drinks are consumed, or go out of

date, the bottles can be taken back to the refill
station for cleaning and refilling

Bottles can be filled up at refill machines, that
clean and refill the bottles. Beverages are
selected from the interface on the machine.
Once refilled, the NFC tags are recoded with
beverage name, nutritional facts, ingredient list

and expiry date and can be taken home



Quadro
Earthquake Rescue Robot



*2010 Haiti earthquake and 2017 Mexico earthquake used as reference

According to iris.edu, more than 14,000 earthquakes occur worldwide every
year, with an earthquake of magnitude 7+ occurring more than once a month.
Not all of these earthquakes are lethal, but they all carry the potential of
risking human lives without notice.

Current earthquake tools
include various sensors

and cameras. Sound and
vibration sensors are

used for indirect
reconnaissance, while
normal and infrared
cameras can more

accurately detect life at
closer range.

Development in
earthquake bots has

increased significantly,
however, small bots that
fit into tiny spaces don't
have enough room for

more sensors, and large
bots with many sensors
cant fit into small spaces.
However, earthquake
bots can drastically

improve rescue efforts

TimeLine
Earthquake occurs
in given area,

seismographs pick
up the data,
earthquake

warnings released

0 - 24 hrs

International aid
gets to scene within

24 hours

24 - 48 hrs

Most rescue teams
have arrived and

begin rescue efforts

72 hrs - 4 days

First bulldozing of
sites starts, to clear
area of rubble and
prepare for rebuild

4 days - 1 week

Rescue efforts
continue but many
are presumed dead,
while bulldozing

continues

3 1/2 days

Carnegie Mellon Snake robot and team are
asked to 2017 Central Mexico earthquake.
While they are able to get where most
search tools cannot, no survivors were
found by the robot

17 days

Cases have been recorded of finding
survivors in rubble up to 17 days after the
event. Without air, chances of survival are
minutes. Without water, chances of survival
are days. While access to water within
rubble is rare, after 4 days victims are
presumed dead.

48 - 72 hrs

By now, search from
governmental and
non-governmental

takes place

First local rescue
missions take place
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IdeationSketchesIdeationSketches
Major inspirations in the design come
from drones used in WWII, to drones
found today and in popular media

Design Ideas

Tank Robot...................

Snake Robot................

Search Camera Stick...

Insect bot......................

closer to green is better
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ProductViews



KeyFeatures
Cameras Sensors

DIN 912 A2 M4x16 Screw Adaptability

720p camera for
wreckage navigation
and vision for victims,
works in unison with
flashlights

Infrared camera to
detect signs of life even
in zero to low-light
situations

Flashlights

Tracks cover entire
perimeter of the robot

semi-permeable mesh
allows light matter like
air and gasses to pass
through but dense
matter like water to
stay outChanging the tires used

in the robot is easy with
the help of the single
screw system.

The entire robot is
symmetrical, meaning it
can drive forward/
backward, right-side
up/ upside-down the
same way.

MiCS 5524: carbon
monoxide and gas
sensor, to detect
dangers to environment
or victims

SGP30: carbon dioxide
sensor to detect signs
of life from a distance

A singular screw is
used to take the robot
apart, reducing the
amount of tools needed
incase repair to the
robot needs to be done

Controlled with:

Military Tan High-vis Orange High-vis Yellow



ExplodedViews

Electronics + Sensors
Chip Name Quantity PricePer Unit (£) PricePer 100Units (£)

SGP30 CO2Sensor 1 14.50 11.60
MiCS5524 CarbonMonoxideSensor 1 10.87 8.69
AMG8833 8x8 InfraRed Camera 1 29.04 23.23
OV7670 Camera 1 11.83 8.35

Keyes3WLED Headlight 2 3.15 2.85
ATmega328P ElegooUNOR3 1 6.99 5.50

JDY-09 BluetoothModule 1 3.32 3.10
ESP13 UNOR3Shield 1 6.05 5.55
L289N Motor Shield 1 6.50 5.85
- Motor +Gearbox 4 - -

Li-Ion 18650 Main batteries 10 5.95 5.10

Materials.
Part Name Quantity Material ManufacturingProcess Finish

1 Arduino Terrace 1 Plastic Laser Cut Clear
2 HexPillar (35mm) 4 Copper - Brushed
3 Motor Terrace 1 Plastic Laser Cut Clear
4 Motor Clamps 8 Plastic Laser Cut Clear
5 HexPillar (25mm) 4 Copper - Brushed
6 Battery Terrace 1 Plastic Laser Cut Clear
7 Headlight Attachment 2 Plastic Laser Cut & Bent Clear
8 A2DIN912M4x16 Screw 6 Steel - -
9 GasSensor Screen 1 Steel Woven Mesh
10 GasSensor Frame 1 Acrylic Laser Cut Clear
11 Instrument Panel 1 TemperedGlass Laser Cut Clear
12 Camera SeeElectronicsTable
13 CO2Sensor S

S
eeElectronicsTable

14 CarbonMonoxideS eeElectronicsTable
15 InfraRedCamera SeeElectronicsTable
16 HexPillar (25mm) 8 Copper - Brushed
17 Instrument Box 1 Aluminum Cast Brushed

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.14.

15.

16.

17.

Part No.

Part No.

8. 7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

3. 2.

1.

4.

5.

6.

7.

12.

Part No. Part Name Quantity Material ManufacturingProcess Finish
1 Treads 2 Rubber Molded Rough
2 8 Steel -

3 Steel Washer 4 Steel Stamped Brushed
4 Wheels 4 Carbon Fiber Molded Smooth or MattePaint
5 Upper Chassis 1 Carbon Fiber Molded Smooth or MattePaint
6 Lower Chassis 1 Carbon Fiber Molded Smooth or MattePaint
7 Axle Extensions 4 ABSPlastic InjectionMolded Rough
8 Instrument Box 1 Aluminum Cast Brushed
9 Instrument panel 1 Acrylic Laser Cut Clear
10 GasSensor Frame 1 Acrylic Laser Cut Clear
11 GasSensor Screen 1 Steel Mesh Woven Mesh
12 Headlight Panel 2 Acrylic Laser Cut Clear

A2 DIN 912 M4x16
Screw



Prototyping&Modelling

Arduino Camera InfraRed Camera

CO2 + Gas Sensor MultiTerrace view of Arduino & Motor Driver

Final Quadro Prototype

3D Printed Housing with Vinyl Wrap Model at Exhibition with Remote to Drive it



Indicato
Espresso cups with measurement indicators



PersonalProject

Switches must be turned off
manuallyUpper-end coffee machine

During my search for coffee machines in uni, I noticed a
troublesome problem between various coffee machines.

Stops pouring
automatically depending
on preinstalled setting or
set fill amount

Pouring must be stopped
manually, when desired
fill amount is reached,

But at what fill height is
the ideal ristretto,
espresso or lungo?

Lower-end coffee machine

?



Essentially, the solution is a measuring cup, but for
coffee drinkers, with fill lines indicating the various sizes.
For this cup, I chose to focus on espresso variations so
the cup doesn't become too large

In the final design, the fill indicators are shown as ovals,
using the same shape of the ovals used on Dolce Gusto
capsules.

IdeationSketches



KeyFeatures

Ristretto Fill Line

Espresso Fill Line

Lungo Fill Line

The indicato cups are focused for
use with Dolce Gusto machines,
with the indicators similar to the
ones found on Dolce Gusto
capsules. The color scheme of the
silicone bands matches the color
scheme of the Dolce Gusto
ristretto, espresso, and lungo
boxes.

The indictors allow the user to
visually see when to stop the flow
of coffee. The heat-resistant
bands are colorful, allowing the
user to pick a preferred color, but
also acts as a non-slip and non-
burn surface to hold the cup while
drinking



FireStorm
Collapsable Camping Grill



air gets pulled into first
chamber

the form of the chamber
makes the fire spiral
upwards, increasing

airflow while the fire heats
the air

the hot air pushes out
through the grill, heating

the food

fire can be refilled by
opening the lid at the top,
and dropping in more

wood

Brief&Ideation

The brief of the project was to design a
portable barbeque that doesnt use coal as a
main fuel source.

My chosen fuel
source are pure
wood briquettes,
compressed wood
chips that burn
longer than kindling.
They would also
eliminate the need to
search for firewood.

The briquettes are in
shapes of discs, with
a fire-starter in the
middle, this makes
lighting easy, and
uses airflow to
decrease time it
takes to light the
briquette

Top View

Cross-section View

Fire-starter

Briquette



Full steel assembly, parts can be
stacked to assemble, and
restacked to collapse

Up to 3 briquette discs fit within the
collapsed barbeque at a time,
compacting everything into a

single unit

Render&ExplodedViews



HomeGen
Domestic Ultrasonic Homogenizer



Brief&Sketches

Inspirations
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Technical Research Report topic: An Investigation into
Autonomous Driving Technology

Brief: To take a technology I have researched, and to
implement the technology in a new design

Chosen Technology: Ultrasound

Uses of an ultrasound Homogeniser:

- Cold coffee brew
- Ageing of wine and spirits
- Flavoring of wine and spirits
- Gravy, stocks and marinades
- Herbal extracts
- Infused oils
- Fruit and vegetable purees
- Mayonnaise and ketchup
- Vinaigrettes
- Meat tenderizing and marinating



Renders&Diagrams
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Start screen when first
plugged in/turned on

LCD screen provides clear
overview of homogenising
optionsDevice designed to fit one

hand comfortably to increase
efficiency



Other Projects
A growing collection of different projects maxbubenheim.com



The Orb car is an urban electric vehicle. Two
electromagnetic coils in the wheel chassis (front and

back), and the magnetic content in the wheels allow the
cabin to levitate, providing only friction to the ground

during travel.

To prevent the vehicle from tipping backwards during
acceleration, the rear electromagnet accelerates the

wheel with a higher current than the front, applying more
resistance. The same is done during deceleration in the

front electromagnet to balance the cabin.

The cabin is designed to fit 2-3 passengers and runs on
electric energy with 0 emissions, and a panoramic

windshield for stunning views

ORB car



The thumb-through grip provides a secure hold on the drill,
while the form keeps your forearm and hand straight,

reducing wonky screws.

The colors inspired by industrial environments highlight
keypoints:

Black = grip, Orange = interaction

Adapt Drill - 2nd Year Project

Inspired by science fiction movies, the Adapt drill has both
geometric and fluidic shapes and a unique form. The drill is

sturdy and prepared for many conditions



Adapt Drill - Final Model



#include <AFMotor.h> //includes the library

AF_DCMotor r_motor(1, MOTOR12_1KHZ); //these are the motors
AF_DCMotor l_motor(2, MOTOR12_1KHZ);

int M1 = 11; //motor pins
int M2 = 3;

int sr = A1; //sensor pins
int sl = A4;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600); //start this code off with the serial monitor

pinMode(M1, OUTPUT); //declare the outputs(motors)
pinMode(M2, OUTPUT);

pinMode(sr, INPUT); //declare the inputs(sensors)
pinMode(sl, INPUT);

delay(5000); //time to set the bot on the track

}

void loop() {

if((digitalRead(sr) == HIGH)&&(digitalRead(sl) == HIGH)) {

r_motor.setSpeed(250); //code to make the bot go straight
l_motor.setSpeed(250);
r_motor.run(FORWARD);
l_motor.run(FORWARD);

Serial.println(“FORWARD”);

}

else if((digitalRead(sr) == LOW) && (digitalRead(sl) == HIGH)){

r_motor.setSpeed(0);
l_motor.setSpeed(250); //code to make it go left
r_motor.run(FORWARD);
l_motor.run(FORWARD);

Serial.println(“LEFT”);

}

else if((digitalRead(sr) == HIGH) && (digitalRead(sl) == LOW)){

r_motor.setSpeed(250);

#include <AFMotor.h> //includes the library

AF_DCMotor r_motor(1, MOTOR12_1KHZ); //these are the motors
AF_DCMotor l_motor(2, MOTOR12_1KHZ);

int M1 = 11; //motor pins
int M2 = 3;

int sr = A1; //sensor pins
int sl = A4;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600); //start this code off with the serial monitor

pinMode(M1, OUTPUT); //declare the outputs(motors)
pinMode(M2, OUTPUT);

pinMode(sr, INPUT); //declare the inputs(sensors)
pinMode(sl, INPUT);

delay(5000); //time to set the bot on the track

}

void loop() {

if((digitalRead(sr) == HIGH)&&(digitalRead(sl) == HIGH)) {

r_motor.setSpeed(250); //code to make the bot go straight
l_motor.setSpeed(250);
r_motor.run(FORWARD);
l_motor.run(FORWARD);

Serial.println(“FORWARD”);

}

else if((digitalRead(sr) == LOW) && (digitalRead(sl) == HIGH)){

r_motor.setSpeed(0);
l_motor.setSpeed(250); //code to make it go left
r_motor.run(FORWARD);
l_motor.run(FORWARD);

Serial.println(“LEFT”);

}

else if((digitalRead(sr) == HIGH) && (digitalRead(sl) == LOW)){

r_motor.setSpeed(250);
l_motor.setSpeed(0);
r_motor.run(FORWARD); //code to make it go right
l_motor.run(FORWARD);

Serial.println(“RIGHT”);
}

else if((digitalRead(sr) == LOW) && (digitalRead(sl) == LOW)){

#include <AFMotor.h> //includes the library

AF_DCMotor r_motor(1, MOTOR12_1KHZ); //these are the motors
AF_DCMotor l_motor(2, MOTOR12_1KHZ);

int M1 = 11; //motor pins
int M2 = 3;

int sr = A1; //sensor pins
int sl = A4;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600); //start this code off with the serial monitor

pinMode(M1, OUTPUT); //declare the outputs(motors)
pinMode(M2, OUTPUT);

pinMode(sr, INPUT); //declare the inputs(sensors)
pinMode(sl, INPUT);

delay(5000); //time to set the bot on the track

}

void loop() {

if((digitalRead(sr) == HIGH)&&(digitalRead(sl) == HIGH)) {

r_motor.setSpeed(250); //code to make the bot go straight
l_motor.setSpeed(250);
r_motor.run(FORWARD);
l_motor.run(FORWARD);

Serial.println(“FORWARD”);

}

else if((digitalRead(sr) == LOW) && (digitalRead(sl) == HIGH)){

r_motor.setSpeed(0);
l_motor.setSpeed(250); //code to make it go left
r_motor.run(FORWARD);
l_motor.run(FORWARD);

Serial.println(“LEFT”);

}

else if((digitalRead(sr) == HIGH) && (digitalRead(sl) == LOW)){

r_motor.setSpeed(250);
l_motor.setSpeed(0);
r_motor.run(FORWARD); //code to make it go right
l_motor.run(FORWARD);

Serial.println(“RIGHT”);
}

else if((digitalRead(sr) == LOW) && (digitalRead(sl) == LOW)){

r_motor.setSpeed(150);
l_motor.setSpeed(150); //if the bot sees only black, just make itreverse
r_motor.run(BACKWARD);
l_motor.run(BACKWARD);

Serial.println(“BACK”);
}
//how easy is that?
}

Arduino Project - Line Follow Robot

Following the introduction to Arduino, we started our first project,
designing a line following robot from scratch. Our design used 2

motors to move the left and right wheel, and a ball bearing, providing
three contact points to the ground.

The wheels spin together or separately to drive forward to turn on the
spot. The ball bearing allows the robot to move in any direction and
not give much resistance to allow for a fluid drive. the robot only uses

2 sensors to read dark and bright surfaces.

The exterior design is inspired by the WWI Mark IV tank.
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